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Nonfiction 
Call Number Author Title 

 

002.009 Va Vallejo Moreu, Irene Papyrus: the invention of books in the ancient world 
The History of books and libraries in the ancient world, 
weaved together with fascinating stories of the relationship 
between people and the written word.    

 

028.7 Pa Paul, Richard Fact or fake: a critical thinker’s guide to media bias and 
political propaganda 
Paul and Elder reveal the power of critical thinking to make 
sense of overwhelming and often subjective media by 
detecting ideology, slant, and spin at work. This volume is a 
guide for anyone who wants to stay informed in today's 
overwhelming news arena while not falling prey to political 
propaganda and manipulation. --From publisher 
description. 

 

096.10973 Ba Barnhill, Georgia 
Brady 

Gems of art on paper: illustrated American fiction and 
poetry, 1785-1885 
The history of book publishing after the Revolutionary war, 
with particular focus on the growing interest of book 
illustration.  

 

153 Bo Boxer, Brian Influenced: the impact of social media on our perception 
This book unpacks what happens to our brains and our 
behaviors each time we click 'Like' or even just scroll for 
new content on social media. Through interviews with top 
influencers, the latest studies, and pop-culture anecdotes, 
and Dr. Boxer Wachler's own expertise as both a scientist 
and an influencer himself, he reveals how influence works-- 
Provided by publisher. 

 

294.3 Da David, Bret W. Zen Pathways: an introduction to the philosophy and 
practice of Zen Buddhism 
The book lucidly explicates the philosophical implications 
of Zen teachings and kōans, comparing and contrasting 
these with other Asian as well as Western religions and 
philosophies—From publisher description. 

 

305.4 Ga Gallagher, Winifred New women in the old West 
"A riveting history of the American West told for the first 
time through the pioneering women who used the 
challenges of migration and settlement as opportunities to 
advocate for their rights, and transformed the country in 
the process.”-Provided by publisher 
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306.3 Kr Kruzan, Sara I cried to dream again: trafficking, murder, and 
deliverance 
At once disturbing and empowering, the memoir of a 
courageous woman, who, between the ages of thirteen and 
sixteen, was manipulated, exploited, and abused as a sex 
worker; who killed her pimp/father figure-and was unjustly 
sentenced to life in prison without parole—From publisher 
description. 

 

323.1197 Ja Jacobs, Margaret D. After one hundred winters: in search of reconciliation on 
America’s stolen Lands 
With historical sensitivity and an eye to the future, Jacobs 
urges us to face our past and learn from it, and once we 
have done so, to redress past abuses. Drawing on dozens of 
interviews, After One Hundred Winters reveals how 
Indigenous people and settlers in America today, despite 
their troubled history, are finding unexpected gifts in 
reconciliation"—From publisher description. 

 

333.10973 So Sowards, Adam, M Making America’s public lands: the contested history of 
conservation of public lands 
"Throughout American history, 'public lands' have been the 
subject of controversy, from homesteaders settling the 
American west to ranchers who use the open range to 
promote free enterprise to wilderness activists who see 
these lands as wild places. This book shows how these 
controversies intersect with critical issues of American 
history"-- Provided by publisher. 

 

333.72 Br Brinkley, Douglas Silent spring revolution: John F. Kennedy…and the great 
environmental awakening 
"Chronicles the rise of environmental activism during the 
Long Sixties (1960-1973), telling the story of an indomitable 
generation that saved the natural world under the 
leadership of John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, and 
Richard Nixon"-- Provided by publisher. 

 

338.10973 
We 

Wetherington, Mark 
V. 

American agriculture: from farm families to agribusiness 
"Written from the perspective of ordinary people, this book 
traces the history of agriculture in the United States from 
early colonists until today. The first concise history of 
American agriculture in 25 years, the author focuses 
attention on recent developments such as the decline of 
tobacco, green revolution, farm-to-table, and food 
security"-- Provided by publisher. 
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338.2728 Be Beaton, Kate Ducks: two years in the oil sands (Graphic Novel) 
Katie heads out west to take advantage of Alberta's oil 
rush-part of the long tradition of East Coasters who seek 
gainful employment elsewhere when they can't find it in 
the homeland they love so much. Katie encounters the 
harsh reality of life in the oil sands, where trauma is an 
everyday occurrence yet is never discussed 

 

363.325 Ch Chard, Daniel S. Nixon’s war at home: the FBI, leftist guerrillas, and the 
origins of counter terrorism 
"Drawing on thousands of pages of 
declassified FBI documents, Nixon's War at Home shows 
how America's guerrilla war prompted the FBI to institute a 
host of new policing measures while reviving illegal spy 
techniques previously used against communists in the 
name of fighting terrorism. These efforts led to a 
bureaucratic struggle between the Nixon administration 
and the FBI. Yet despite their internal conflicts, FBI and 
White House officials developed preemptive surveillance 
practices that would inform U.S. counterterrorism 
strategies into the twenty-first century, entrenching mass 
surveillance as a cornerstone of the national security 
state"-- Adapted from publisher. 

 

364.1 Ha Hardesty, Jared Mutiny on the Rising Sun: a tragic tale of slavery , 
smuggling, and chocolate 
“A deeply human history of smuggling that demonstrates 
how interconnected the future United States was with the 
wider world, how illegal trade created markets for exotic 
products like chocolate, and how slavery and smuggling 
were key factors in the development of American 
capitalism"-- Provided by publisher. 

 

364.3 Ha Hattery, Angela J. Policing black bodies: how black lives are surveilled and 
how to work for change 
"In this book, the authors connect the regulation of African 
American people in many settings into a powerful 
narrative. Completely updated throughout, the book now 
includes a new chapter on policing black athletes' bodies 
and expanded coverage of the Black Lives Matter 
movement, policing trans bodies, and policing Black 
women's bodies"-- Provided by the publisher. 
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394.12 Mo Moscow, David and 
Jon Moscow 

From scratch: adventures in harvesting, hunting, fishing 
and foraging on a fragile planet 
In an effort to help us reconnect with the food that sustains 
our lives, David Moscow has spent four years going around 
the world, meeting with rock-star chefs, and sourcing 
ingredients within local food ecosystems. The result is this 
travel journal that marvels in the world around us while 
simultaneously examining the environmental issues, 
cultural concerns, and overlooked histories intertwined 
with the food we eat to survive and thrive. —Adapted from 
Amazon.com. 

 

551.482 Sa Saylor, John Richard Lakes: their birth, life, and death 
“Lakes might be the most misunderstood bodies of water 
on earth. And while they may seem commonplace, without 
lakes our world would never be the same. In this revealing 
look at these lifegiving treasures, John Richard Saylor shows 
us just how deep our connection to still waters run. “—
Amazon.com 

 

581.73 Ra Rawlence, Ben The treeline: the last forest and the future of life on earth 
“Blending reportage with the latest science, The Treeline is 
a story of what might soon be the last forest left and what 
that means for the future of all life on earth"-- Provided by 
publisher. 

 

591.56 Du Dugatkin, Lee Alan Power in the wild: the subtle and no-so-subtle ways 
animals strive for control over others 
“Tracing the path to power for over thirty different species 
on six continents, writer and behavioral ecologist Lee Alan 
Dugatkin takes us on a journey around the globe, 
shepherded by leading researchers who have discovered 
that in everything from hyenas to dolphins, bonobos to 
field mice, cichlid fish to cuttlefish, copperhead snakes to 
ravens, and meerkats to mongooses, power revolves 
around spying, deception, manipulation, forming and 
breaking up alliances, complex assessments of potential 
opponents, building social networks, and more.”-
Amazon.com 

 

598.4 Pa Paruk, James D. Loon lessons: uncommon encounters with the great 
northern diver 
"The nature of the common loon, from biology to behavior, 
from one of the world's foremost observers of the revered 
waterbird"-- Provided by publisher. 

-Continued on Next Page- 
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610.73 Si Silvestri, Linda Anne Saunders comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN 
examination 9th edition 

 

741.5 Pe Peyton, Brunet Comic book women: characters, creators, and culture in 
the Golden Age 
“Brunet and Davis examine female creators and characters 
across a broad range of genres to create a historical 
narrative of representation and culture that goes beyond 
previous scholarship"-- Provided by publisher. 

 

781.642 Mo Moss, Marissa R. Her country: how the women of country music became 
the success they were never supposed to be 
"Her Country is veteran Nashville journalist Marissa R. 
Moss's story of how in the past two decades, country's 
women fought back against systems designed to keep them 
down, armed with their art and never willing to just shut up 
and sing: how women like Kacey Musgraves, Mickey 
Guyton, Maren Morris, The Chicks, Miranda Lambert, Rissi 
Palmer, Brandy Clark, LeAnn Rimes, Brandi Carlile, Margo 
Price and many more have reinvented the rules to find their 
place in an industry stacked against them."-- Provided by 
publisher 

 

782.42 Dy Dylan, Bob The philosophy of modern song 
“Dylan, who began working on the book in 2010, offers his 
extraordinary insight into the nature of popular music. He 
writes over sixty essays focusing on songs by other artists, 
spanning from Stephen Foster to Elvis Costello, and in 
between ranging from Hank Williams to Nina Simone. He 
analyzes what he calls the trap of easy rhymes, breaks 
down how the addition of a single syllable can diminish a 
song, and even explains how bluegrass relates to heavy 
metal.”-Adapted from publisher 

 

791.43 Br Brownstein, Rich Holocaust Cinema complete: A history and analysis of 400 
films, with teaching guide 
Holocaust films from Anne Frank to Schindler's List to Jojo 
Rabbit are put into historical and artistic perspective and 
are discussed through many lenses: historically, 
chronologically, thematically, sociologically, geographically 
and individually. The filmmakers behind these films are also 
contextualized, including Charlie Chaplin, Sidney Lumet, 
Woody Allen, Steven Spielberg and Roman Polanski. This 
book also includes recommendations and reviews of the 50 
best Holocaust films, an educational guide, and a detailed 
listing of each Holocaust film"-- Provided by publisher. 

-Continued on Next Page- 
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940.53 Sl Sliwa, Joanna Jewish childhood in Kraków 
“Historian Joanna Sliwa examines what children under 14 
years old experienced when the second World War broke 
out. How did they cope? What roles did they take on? In 
this story, children assume center stage as historical actors 
whose recollections and experiences deserve to be told, 
analyzed, and treated seriously.”-Provided by publisher. 

   

978 Ro Rozum, Milly Patrick Grasslands grown: creating place on the U.S. Norther plain 
and Canadian prairies 
“This captivating study examines the growth of place and 
regional identities as they took shape within generations 
and over the life cycle.”-Amazon.com 

 
 
 

Fiction 

Call Number Author Title 
 

Fic Bo Bowen, Kelly The Paris apartment 
"London, 2017: When Aurelia Leclaire inherits an opulent 
Paris apartment, she is shocked to discover her 
grandmother's hidden secrets-including a treasure trove of 
famous art and couture gowns. One obscure painting leads 
her to Gabriel Seymour, a highly respected art restorer with 
his own mysterious past. Together they attempt to uncover 
the truths concealed within the apartment's walls.”-
Provided by publisher 

 

Fic Qu Quinn, Kate The rose code 
Joining the elite Bletchley Park codebreaking team during 
World War II, three women from very different walks of life 
uncover a spy's dangerous agenda years later against the 
backdrop of the royal wedding of Elizabeth and Philip. 

 


